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“

T

he stage is the
meeting place of
all the arts,” wrote
Oscar Wilde.

For college students studying the dramatic
arts, there must be performance venues
that are at once grand and flexible,
equipped with the latest in behind-thescenes spaces to practice the varied arts
Wilde alluded to, all while being acoustically impeccable. Not an easy task.
Two Boston collegiate theaters, the result
of collaborations among Elkus Manfredi
Architects, Acentech for acoustics and
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander theater
designers, could on the surface not be
more different. The Paramount Center
for Emerson College is a repurposed
1930s era Art Deco movie palace, located
in the heart of the Boston Theater
District. The Boston University Booth
Theatre and Production Center, on the
BU Charles River campus at a prominent
site on Commonwealth Avenue, is by
contrast a from-the-ground-up project
meant specifically to give the university’s
theater program a higher profile. For
all their variation, the two projects are
in some ways more alike than they are
different.

Left: renovated main stage with refurbished proscenium arch. Top right:
Newly configured seating. Bottom right:
painted wall detail.

“In many ways, the Booth
is programmatically very
similar to the Paramount,”
says Bob Berens, Principal
Consultant at Acentech,
who designed the acoustics in both
theaters. Beyond their main performance
spaces, both include scene shops and
other theatrical support spaces, rehearsal
rooms, practice rooms, teaching spaces
and faculty offices.
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According to Ross Cameron, a Vice President at Elkus Manfredi and the project’s
lead architect, the main challenge was
squeezing all of the program Emerson
wanted into the Paramount space. So
the college acquired the site immediately
adjacent to the theater to accommodate
things like a film screening room and,
remarkably, a residence hall at the very
top to house 265 students.

“All of these spaces had to
be acoustically isolated, so
Acentech was brought on
board at the very outset,”
Cameron says. “In the new
spaces, we knew we were
going to have a tough time
with adjacencies. What’s
more, the air conditioning
had to be virtually silent.”
On all levels – architecture, acoustics and theater design – there was
substantial collaboration with the
faculty.
“We had a process that started with
the lead faculty and then trickled
down to the users,” says Steven
Friedlander, president of Auerbach
Pollock Friedlander, which did the
theater design for both the Emerson
and BU projects.
Cameron, Berens and Friedlander
worked very closely together to
make the most of the exotic character of the Paramount.
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Top left: “The Jackie” black box theater.
Bottom left: Black box theater control booth.
Top right: Paramount’s common space.
Bottom right: multi-purpose studio.

...................................................
“In order to have an optimum size main
theater space, we moved the proscenium
stage forward, which decreased the seating capacity from 1,600 to 600,” Cameron
says. In the original Paramount there
had been an organ which necessitated a
large crescent-shaped grill meant to direct sound downward to the theater seats.

Art Deco details,” Cameron says, “by
re-molding the plaster, and then working
with Acentech to make sure it was all
acoustically efficient.

By the 1970s, the Paramount had
become a seedy movie house, virtually in
the heart of the city’s “Combat Zone.”
“We had to recreate all of the intricate

The acoustics of a movie theater are vastly
different than those of a live theater,
Berens explains:

“We worked with a company called Crenshaw Lighting out of Virginia,” Cameron
continues, “and they did a superb job in
replicating the Art Deco chandeliers and
“We refurbished this wonderful piece and other lighting. Then we found the British
placed it at the top of the proscenium
company, Brintons, that had created the
arch,” Berens says. “Now in addition to
original carpets and had them make new
being decorative it serves an excellent
ones that match exactly. It was quite a
acoustical function.”
coincidence.”

“We shortened the reverberation [how long it takes
for the sound to die down]
and brought it down to
serve the live spoken word.”
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Act Two
Boston University | Joan & Edgar Booth Theatre
and College of Fine Arts Production Center

...................................................
“

T

he Booth was
completed in 22
months from start to
finish,” Friedlander
says. “It was a remarkably fast project.”

Theater designer Friedlander says that
with the Paramount, the challenge was
the complex program, and with the
Booth, it was time constraints.
The main space at the Booth is basically
a black box theater, though one with all
the complex rigging, both counterweight
and motorized, to give students exposure
to varied facilities, Friedlander says.
“I’d love to go back to school in a theater
with all of the features of the Booth,” he
adds.

here for performances, especially in the
evenings, and it should be a celebratory
building, one that builds excitement.

“BU wanted a striking building,”
Cameron says. “The building is sheathed
Architecturally, the Booth has a bold
in a high-performance concrete mesh,
street presence, and it was the desire of
and the glass front façade is angled at
the client BU that it up the profile of
the school’s theater programs. It is at the 14 degrees.” Add the bold BOOTH
lighted sign at the entrance, and you have
heart of the BU Charles River campus,
what the architect calls a “Tour de Force
whereas previously the university’s performing arts programs had been centered Building.”
on the Avenue of the Arts, location of
One of many acoustical challenges was
the Huntington Theater, Boston Symphony Hall and the Museum of Fine Arts. to “cocoon” the main performance space
from the adjacent offices, costume studios,
prop storage and green room.
The architect believes people come

“BU considers it a laboratory
for theater,” Cameron says,
“and they are going to use
it in ways that we never
imagined.”
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Acentech’s Berens says that, for all the
care he lavished on the performance
space, it is the lobby of the Booth that
is “my crowning glory.” It’s essentially a
three-story glass box that extends the full
height of the building, with the potential
to be an acoustical nightmare. “This is a
space where you have social events,” he
says. “You want the space to be acoustically welcoming, not too cacophonous,
and for occupants to be able to understand everything if they have a jazz band
in one corner and then someone speaking in another; reverberation control was
critical to its functionality.” One unique
feature is a quilted pattern metal ceiling,
which is a highly polished metal with
small holes in it.
“It serves a very important acoustical
function,” Berens says.
All three collaborators on the two projects – Cameron the architect, Berens the
acoustician and Friedlander the theater
designer – stress that the results they got
would have been impossible without the
good chemistry that exists among them.
“We’ve all teamed on other projects, and
know each other’s styles of working,”
Berens says. “It would not have happened
without that level of collaboration.”
All three designers are thinking positive
about the fall – and that both theaters
will be used by students while practicing
CDC-mandated social distancing and
other protocols of the “new normal.”

“After all, students are the
real stars of the show,”
Berens says.
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Page 8: Sloped glass facade,
mezzanine, and lobby with seating
and space for concession stand/
catering.
Page 9, Top: Exterior view from
Commonwealth Avenue. Bottom:
Costume fabrication shop.
Page 10, Top: Main stage features
multiple levels and flexible/
retractable seating in U-shape,
with mezzanine above for tech
crew. Bottom: Specially-designed
tech/rehearsal spaces for lighting
and sound.
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